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NEW QUESTION: 1
How many Yen would you pay to buy 1 ounce of gold if you were
quoted the following?
XAU/USD 1575.25-75
USD/JPY 96.55-60
A. JPY 152,090
B. JPY 152,139
C. JPY 152,169
D. JPY 152,217
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which Cisco business values are demonstrated by end-to-end
protection and protection across the attack continuum? (Choose
two.)
A. protection
B. control
C. completeness
D. cost effectiveness
E. flexibility
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A physical Windows 2008 R2 Server is converted to a virtual
machine using VMware vCenter Converter. Upon completion of the
conversion and subsequent power on operation, the virtual
machine fails to boot and the message below is observed in the
Console of the virtual machine:
STOP 0x0000007B INACCESSIBLE_BOOT_DEVICE
Which two potential issues may be causing this boot failure?
(Choose two.)
A. The vmdk file backing the virtual machine was thick
provisioned.
B. A snapshot was taken immediately after the conversion
completed.
C. Incompatible software drivers were migrated into the virtual
machine from the source machine.
D. An incorrect SCSI controller was selected during conversion.
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
You have implemented an AP at a remote office. It is a
single-band AP supporting 802.11ac. Several users complain that
their laptops cannot connect to the WLAN. These laptops are
from multiple vendors and range in age from 2 to 4 years. The
SSID and security profile settings are correct. All default
settings were used on the AP with the exception of the SSID and
security settings.
What is the most likely issue preventing these STAs from
connecting to the AP?
A. They are 5 GHz-only devices
B. They are 2.4 GHz-only devices
C. They do not support the basic data rates
D. They do not support VHI and only support OFDM
Answer: A
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